Acrylic Painting Entries

2021 Bay Pines Local Veterans Creative Arts Festival
Don’t Tell Me I’m Beautiful
George Fischer
America's Beginnings
Robert Jump
Indian Spirit Warriors
Robert Ripley
Tropical Beach Cottage
Diana Balslov-Lewellen
At the End of the Universe
Henry Aruffo
The Race
Kristopher Roman
Bird on Pole
Shasta Gordon
The Benefits of PRRC
Gregory Chewning
Lighthouse
Edward Diestel
Lookout Point
Paul Shea
Fireweed
Sasha Berry
Peace at Dusk
Stephanie Kalota
Calm Seas
Robert Sabo
My Big Eyed Fishing Trip
Miles Holt
Rising from the Shadows
Jose Rodriguez
Leaving the Heat of Your Trauma Behind and Keep Reaching for the Stars in Your Future

Jerry Toporek